Spatiotemporal expression of foxo4, foxo6a, and foxo6b in the developing brain and retina are transcriptionally regulated by PI3K signaling in zebrafish.
The forkhead box subclass O (FoxO) family of proteins is a group of highly evolutionary conserved transcription factors that regulate various cellular processes and embryonic development. Dysregulated expressions of FOXO genes have been identified in numerous tumors and genetic disorders. The expression of FOXO/Foxo, particularly FOXO4/Foxo4 and FOXO6/Foxo6, in the developing nervous system has not been fully characterized. Here, we identified zebrafish foxo4, foxo6a, and foxo6b homologs and demonstrated that all three genes were expressed in the developing nervous system. foxo4, foxo6a, and foxo6b displayed ubiquitous expression in the brain and later in distinct brain tissues. In addition, these three genes were expressed in different retinal layers in a time-dependent manner. Furthermore, the mRNA expression of all three genes was significantly downregulated after treatment with a selective PI3-kinase (PI3K) inhibitor, LY294002. Our results suggest that foxo4, foxo6a, and foxo6b play important roles in the developing brain and retina and that the transcriptional levels of these genes are regulated by PI3-kinase signaling.